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ON SMALL GRAPHS CRITICAL WITH RESPECT TO EDGE 
COLOURINGS 
I). Intmduction 
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degrees. respectively. We let fl denote the number of vertices of degree i, and if 
ni, Q:, * . - . a$ are the distinct degrees in ascending order in G, we call the degree list 
of G the expression Q ;I cz ?. . . n Lk, where nk = fi,&. We denote by d(c) the degree of 
the vertex t’ and we call the totul Iejcirncy D(G) the solm &,.,,;,r(G) - d(v). 
The end of a proof will be denote4 by //. 
I. Preliminary results 
In llrder to fxilitatC the reader’s r-eferring to results wliacn thry arc used later, we 
first \t;atc a number of thetlrerns. 
Theorem 1. A 11 bipartite graphs and ull complete graphs of et:en order ure of cluss I. 
Theorem 2. If G has odd order und total deficitwy ltw thun the maximum degree, 
then G is of class 2. 
Theorem 3. Let G be u critical gruph of order n. maxim&m degree r and mirtimum 
degree s. Therr the tom1 dejciency of G is ut least 
Th3cotcm 4. Let G be un r-crikab graph. 
:a) 1!f I- and w ure udjucent vertices and d (tv) -1 k, then w is udlucent to ctt leust 
r -’ k + f other vertices of degree r. 
P b) Jf c and w ure udjucent vertices, then d ( u ) + d (w ) 3 r f I!. 
IS:) Etwy certex is adjacent to at least two uertices of tiqree r. 
Thrrorem 5. Let G he a critical gruph with maximwm degree r, minimlcm degree s 
und fi wfices of degree j. Then 
(4) fi 2: r - s + 2. 
(I+) f# 2’2 z:- !fi/(j -- I). 
Theorem 6. Let G ht~ un r-critictrt graph. 
(a) If .I is a set of indepenldent edges, then XC (CA! j = r. 
(b I lf 3 is u 1 -factor. then G \ J is of cluss 2. 
(cl (; is connected and hb!s no cut- t;ertex. 
(d) If r 2 3. then G is not regular. 
Thewem 7. I-et G be a Scritical grupk. 
(at (3 cannot h ? ate exactly two vertices of dtyqree 2. 
(hj if G is of minimum even order, then no vertex of degree 2 is on a triangle. 
Theorem 8. Let G be 
n d l?. then G has rl 
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an r-critical gruph of even order n. If n s 10 or if r = 3 and 
1 -factor. 
Theorem 1 is a well-known result on edge-colouri?lgs; for a proof see Wilson [ 10, 
p. 941, for example. Theorem 2 was proved by Beineke and Wilson 111 while 
Theorem 4 is due to Vizing 19). A proof of Theorem 5 is found in; Fiorini and Wilson 
(4). As for Thetjrern 6. (a) and (h) are simple observations (see Fiorini and Wilson 
(4)). (c) was proved by Jakobsen (51 and (d) follows from Theorem 3. Sirailarly, 
Theorem 7 (a) follows from Theorem 3, while 7 (b) was proved by Jakobsen 15). 
This leaves Theorems 3 and 8 to be proved. 
praol af Theorem 3. For the odd case, the result foIllows from heorcm 2, so we 
assume that G has even order. Let v be a vertex of G of minimum degree s and lc! 
ur be a vertex of degree I u5ich is adjacent to c’. The graph obtained by deleting the 
edge (c r:) is r-ccrlourable. and ip such a colouring. one colour is missing from ~1~ 
an&i s used for some edge (c. 25:). Thus. the graph obtained from G by deleting v 
and ;jddmg an edpe (L’). I’:) (which may now possibly 3,~ ;I dc,uble edge) is 
r-cotourable. ln the case that (ct!. L*:) is a double edge with colours 1 and 2 say, we 
can transform the multigraph into a simple graph by effecting the following 
transformation: 
Here H is the grrs@ K, , with two independent edges removed. Since, for r 3 3. K,., 
is of eveir order and r-colourablti with two given edges having different colours, in 
any case we gt’t a new simple graph G’ which is both or” class 1 and of odd order. 
The total deficiency of G satisf& .?I(G’) = D(G)- (r - s) +- (s - 2), and D(G’) 2 r 
by Theorem 2. Therefore. f>(G) 2 Z(r - s + 1) as required. /,’ 
Proof of Thewem 8. The portion of the theorem with r = 3 was proved by Fiorini 
131. Therefore we assume that G is an r-critical graph (r Z= 4) of even order n s 10 
which has no I-factklr. By a thei,rel, 7 of Tutte [7]. there is a cut-set S of k ver:ices 
for which G\S has more than k components of odd order. A parity argument 
shows that therct must he rat least k + 2 such components. We consider the various 
possible values of k. 
k = 2: By Theorem 4 (a), no vertex of G can he adjacent to more than one of 
kgrce 2 SO that at most one wmpont’nt of G \S Ixr\ order !. Since 
theire must be at least four components, thi% is impossible. 
k = 3: Similarly. a vertex of G can be adjacent to at most two of degree 3 (or less), 
so that G\S hals at most two trivial components, which is impcrssihk. 
k = 4: Since G\S has at least six components. in this case all must hc trivial. if 
r = 4. there can he at most 16 edges joining S to G\S. Hence, of the 
six vertices it@ G\S. at least three have depee less than 4 in G and this is impossible 
(as hefl,re) Therefore I 2 5, so that all vertices of maximum degree are in S. If s 
denotes the minimu’m degree in (3, this and Theorem 5(a) imply that s * r - 2. Rut 
cince each vertex in G\S is adjacent only to vertices in S and every vertex In S is 
adjacent to at least two others in S (by Theo:zm 4(c)), Jr 3 6s t H. As this ;mplies 
I +z 2. we again have a contradiction. f/ 
It shouldche noted that this result can be extended to J-critical graphs uf even 
order not exceeding 26. 
2. Odd order 
It is easy to see that there are no critical graphs uf order 2 or 3. The only one of 
order 3 is the J-circuit. and there are only three of order 5 (shown in fig. 2). We note 
that each is r-critical for a different value c>f r. These graphs are the only ones with 
the corresponding degree lists, SO we shall often refer to them tTy their lists: 
3< -3” 3y. _ .-. ._ 
Figure z 
In our next theorem. WC shall dctermintz the degree lists of all critical graphs of 
ctrder 7. The proof involves a large number of cases by looking at possibilities for 
maximum and minimum degrees. In many cases, the problem is reduced to the 
graph b&y m class 2 because of its total deticicncy anld then being r-critical 
t9. l 18 could contain no oth\cr r-critical graph. For sinrplicitv, we shall refer to . 
thl.% Ihe “critical IN argument”. 
Theorem 9. Let G be a cmrwcted gruph ojorder 7. Then G is t-critical if and only if 
rt has exactly 3r -4 I ed’ges. 
Proof. Ler G be r-critical with m&mum degrcx s and total deficiency t. We note 
that G having 3r + 1 edges is kquivalent to t eclualling I - 2. We consider all cases 
(r. s) with 2 < s < I s b together with the first trivial case. 
TUW (2.2). The 7 -circuit is the c>nly Z-critical graph and the only conrlccted 
graph with F ;- 2 and I = 0. 
Cbse (3.2). By Theorem 5, fl 2 2f2. so that the only possible degree list is 23”. 
(Were and in what Mows we freolv use the fact that the number of vertices of odd . 
dcgwe must be cwn.) Ry the critksl list argument, any such graph must be critical. 
C~.W (4.2). Smce in this case Pn 2 fl f If,. there are just three possible lists: 
2”4’. 2.3’4” and 2-V’. Any graph with list 2’4’can btz obtained by taking the only graph 
cjf order 6 which is regular crf degree 4 and splitting one vertex into two of degree 2. 
Sinctz the or@nal graph has chromatic index 4. so has the result. Therefore ?4’ 
cannot belong to rr ;rit ical graph. Because of the required adjacencies of all vertices 
to vertices of deprec 4. there is only ant- posGble graph with list 23’$” and this is 
-!-~olo~raklc (WC tip. 3). It follow\ that every graph with list 24” is critical. 
(3s~ (J.3). Since we must hate fl s fa, there is only one possible list, 3’3’. and 
any ~orre(ipc\nding graph must he critical hy the critical list argument. 
C43s4 (5.2). Since & 2 5 bv ‘Theorem 5. there are two I:sts to consider: 235’ and _
25”. In a critical graph with the tirsii list, the vertices of degree 2 and 3 cannot be 
adjacent. so that since K, is 5colourakle. rro is this graph. Thcrcfore the critical li%t 
argument rn~phzs that any graph with list 3’ is critical. 
C’t~.se (5.3). In this cast .fq 2 4, so that 3’45’ and 3-U are the only po~ible lists. if 
the first b&rngs to G, then each vertex of degree 5 is adjacent to all three others, 
and *;itlce the vr’rtices of degree 3 cannot be adjacent. the vertex of degnzt: 4 must be 
adjacent to one of them. There is only one graph meeting these restrictions and it is 
5-C~\l(ruri~b1~ (WC tip. 4). .ls in ca licr ca\c\, WC dcducc that all graphs with list 335’ 
arc ,5-critical. 
Figure 4 
C&4 (5.4). Since f5 2 ?i and since the deficiency must be at least 3, there is only 
one Ii&t. 4’S’. and any corresponding graph is critical. 
Cases (6.2) and (6.3). Since fh 2 6 in the first case and ffi 3 5 in the second, there 
is no critical graph possible. 
Case t&4). Since fh 2 4 and the deficiency is at least 4, there are three possible 
lists: 4%4,-V65 and 45%‘. The second belongs to no graph and the first only to the 
complement of PC, in K,. which is readily seen to be ti-colourable. Therefore the 
critical graphs here are precisely those with list 4S2h4 
Case (4.5). In this case f6 2 3 and, by Theorem 3, f5 3 4. Therefore the only 
possible list is S*fi,’ and al1 corresponding graphs are critical. 
It is an easy matter to ch.eck that in each case, the r-critical graphs belong to lists 
with degree sum tir + 2. /l 
Corollary I* A connected graph of order 7 is critics1 if and only if its degree list is in 
the set (2’, 23*. 24’. 3’4’, 2S”, 345’. 4’5’. 4S2b4. 5’6’). // 
We observe that a result like the theorem also holds for n = 3 and n = 5. 
However, there is no comparable result for n = 9; there are 3-critical graphs with 
lists 2’3” and 22”. As proved by Jakobsen (61, who gives the complete collection, 
there are seventeen with thy latter list and only one with the former. That graph is 
shown in fig. 5. 
Figure 5 
It is not difficult to find ali critical graphs of order 7 using the corollary. We 
present them or their complements by list in table 1. 
’ . The 7 crrcuit ._  
24!* : (i) (ii) 
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W: The complements in K, of the following: 
11s 
(iii) (iv) 
3”: The complement In K, of: 
9 
---+ I 
b b 
34s’ The complements In K- of: 
(vii) 
.l ‘5’ The complements m K- crf: 
45%‘. ‘The compbment tn K- of 
5%‘: The complement in K. of. 
0 
% 
0 
0 
0 0 0 
0 
% 
3. f5wn order 
Thearem 1 I., Thtw 
Proof. Assume thai 
‘-wlour;ible and G 
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degree .I. AlI this implies that the only possible lists ‘or G’ are: 1% 12’3’. 2’Jn and 
Z4Jh. ‘IThe first three cases clearly violate the deficiency condition of Theorem 3. The 
last c’aclr3 gives rise to the following unique. graph G’: 
Figure 6 
A 
A” \ \ __.__ _  _ ._ qb__-..d7 
Moreover. since every vertex in G is to be adjacent to at least two vertices of 
degree 4. (u. t: ) must be an edge in E But then one can clearly obtain a new 1 -factor 
F’ from G such that CStF’ IS not isomorphic to this configuration, which it must hc 
since H is of maximum order. 
c’&%? 2: rH = 4. Then H is the graph with list 324’. WC consider sub-cases 
according to the number q of edges between H and J in G’. 
4 = 0: J has at least two vertices U~. uz of degree 4 and these must be adjacent. 
Moreover, by Theorems 4 (a) and 3, the other vertices must have de- 
gree?; 3. 3 and 4. Sk) G’ must consist of two disjoint cqies cbf H. But then one can 
obta!n a VW l-factor from 6 whose removal does not yield the graph 3%‘. 
q 1: = Again. 9 must contain two vertices of degree 4 in G’. Sow either some 
vertex of J with degree -# is adjacent to some vertex in H or not. In 
either tax. all vertices of G’ have degree at least 3 and at least four have degree 3. 
The cbnl? possible graphs are these: 
Hclwevert as before. we can obtain in each case a new i-factor from G which does 
nc?f! Contain H. 
q =; 2: I! J has only one vertex of degree 4 in G’, then Theorem 4 (a) and the fact 
taat the number of vertices of odd dcprec has to bc cvcn, force (3’ to 
have hst 2’4”. Under these conditions, G’ car] only be one of the Tollowing graphs: 
Figure 8 
Again. we ian obtain a nrzw 1 -factor from G whose remova does not yield the 
graph 3’3’. 
If .l has exactly two wrtiws of degree 4 in G. then these must be adjacent to the 
wrticc$ in If. since otherwise the deficiency condition is violated. Again by 
Theorem 4 (a). s(C) is at least 2 and the orly posible list for G’ is C>337. Since a 
wrttx of degree 5 in G which is adjacent tcr a vertex of degree 3 has to be adjacent 
also to at least three other vertices of degree 5. G can only be the folIowiFe graph: 
Prod. WC ,-onsidcr individual cast’s of r. making repeated use of the fact that each 
of the three ~rtic~s u,. 14:. 1~ in G’\H must be adjacent to at least one of degree 
(r .~ I) m G’ uhich does not haw degree (I - 1) in H, 
I’ 4: N must h‘ive 1st 23” and then ls(GP) is at least 8, which contradrcts the 
d&iencv condition. . 
r -. 5: H rllust hake one c>f the filllowing lists: L-4”. 3’4’. Both of these cases 
cant radict the tfeticienq condition. 
r z fi: fll must hate at of the following lists: 25’. 345’. 4‘5’. Hcnx the list of G 
must tw x !x:.x 6 and each of 14~. I(*. CL h;3s degree at most 4. Theorem 4 
(ii) m@ics that ntr t*o of these can be adjacent and so G mu.ct havr list 2’bj7. !Gw, 
Nince no two of the 14,‘s can bc adjacent to a cc~rnrn’~n vertex, we cw identify uI, 11: 
;rnd 14~ to obtain H graph G” which is of order S and regular of degree 6. G”, and 
hence G, i\ in ~lasc 1, since any such graph US Stainable from K, by the removal of 
a 1 -faCtOF 
r = 7: /-;I m11st haw onr of the following lists: 45%. S’O;‘. Also, in G. f- must be at 
least h and f,, t f- must hc at least 7 by the above conditions. By 
Theorem 4 (b P. no tuo of 14 ,. 14:. U, can be adjacent. Thus, the only possible lists for 
G art” Z W” and 2’37’. The sccc)ntj fast: wolates the Micicncy condition. The first 
yictds a graph (3” obtained ty identification of u,. 11~ and u$. <;I’ is kol~~r~bk 
since it is ;t subgraph of fL. 
Proof. “NC ~WNIW OII the contrary that D 2 Zr - 3 and proceed to get contrxlic- 
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